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A B S T R A C T

The review is devoted to chemical identification using mass spectrometry as the most powerful tech-
nique of qualitative analysis. The review begins with consideration of basic principles and means of chemical
identification. Following are sections covering techniques and instruments and metrological issues. Pro-
cedures for identification outlined next are divided into target identification by methods and unknown/
non-target analysis. For the latter, information support, such as mass spectral libraries and chemical
databases, programs of formula generation and spectral prediction/interpretation, are reviewed. Finally,
identification of samples and some general trends are briefly noted.
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1. Introduction

Mass spectrometry (MS) is a key technique for qualitative chem-
ical analysis. It is evident in the fact that the terms of “identification”
and “mass spectrometry” occur together in more than a million sci-
entific reports returned in the search results performed by Google
Scholar engine [1]. The reason for the potency of MS is that it is su-
perior to other analytical techniques in the combination of features,
such as multianalytic property, sensitivity, selectivity, possibility of
characterizing compounds by molecular mass or formula, and pos-
sibility of combining with chromatography. The latter is important
because gas or liquid chromatographs as inlet devices to mass spec-
trometers separate complex mixtures of chemical compounds for
subsequent detection and recognition, with multiple selectivity of
the combined techniques exhibited in qualitative determination of
different organic compounds in mixtures and matrices.

There are many excellent books {see website [2]} and reviews
devoted to MS as a whole. Here, we focus on aspects of qualitative
chemical analysis (identification). Many essential aspects of iden-
tification were considered in the author’s book published in 2011
[3]. In this review, with many references to the book, traditional ad-
vances in MS identification of chemical compounds are briefly
outlined and appreciably supplemented by new developments in
the field.

2. Definitions and general consideration

We begin with the definition of chemical identification. The fol-
lowing definition, analogous to that described in [3], can be
proposed: Chemical identification is assigning an analyte (analytical
signal) to one of the set of chemical compounds or to a group/class of
compounds. Compounds may be “known known”, ‘‘known unknown”
or ‘‘unknown unknown” [4]. In the first case, there is target anal-
ysis, which is a determination of analytes specified before performing
analytical procedures. ‘‘Known unknown” analytes are identified in
non-target or unknown analysis, which is a determination of analytes
unknown to a chemist before analyzing the corresponding samples.
These may not necessarily be entirely new compounds, which are
‘‘unknown unknowns”. A process for their identification is often
named “structure elucidation”.

It should be noted that chemical compounds are not the same as
chemical substances. An (individual) compound has a definite mo-
lecular structure. A substance may be composed of one or more
different individual compounds. In statistics of known chemical en-
tities recorded by the Chemical Abstracts (CA) database [5], first,
low-molecular substances, which are individual compounds and their
compositions, and, second, sequences (e.g., DNA, RNA, genes, pep-
tides, and proteins) are counted separately (Fig. 1). Now, the number
of molecular entities in each of the two classes is measured in tens
of millions (Fig. 1).

The space of biocompounds can be expressed in some other
numbers. For example, the human proteome numbers about 106 pro-
teins [6]. In 2014, the popular curated databank UniProtKB/Swiss-
Prot contained 546,000 entries of known or predicted amino-acid
sequences [7]. Far more data, although not totally verified, are con-
tained in NCBI resources [8].

Chemical analysis has also been used permanently to identify
or to classify an analyzed sample as the definite kind/type/grade/
brand of products, materials, compositions, formulations, and so on.
This type of chemical analysis was called qualitative analysis II (iden-
tification II) [3]. The definition of identification can therefore be
extended: Chemical identification is also assigning an analyzed sample
to one of the classification groups for specimens, materials, products,
foodstuffs, pollutions, living organisms, and so on, using the tech-
niques and methods of chemical analysis [3].

A result of chemical identification is derived from matching phys-
ical, chemical, and/or biological properties. An analyte is considered
to be unambiguously identified as the certain compound/substance
X when, first, various properties of an analyte and X are identical
and, second, those of an analyte and all other compounds/substances
are different. If the properties of an analyte and compounds X, Y, Z
and so on cannot be differentiated by some method or technique,
there is a case of ambiguous or group identification. If a sample con-
tains a marker compound X′ specific for the kind of the sample, or
a group of compounds X′1, X′2, X′3, . . ., X′n in a specific ratio, or simply
a specific pattern of analytical signals, a sample can be assigned to
the particular specimen, material, product, food, pollution, living
organism, and so on.

3. Approaches to identification

Five general procedures, especially performed for identifica-
tion, are given and subject to comment in Table 1. The related idea
of chemical identification is shown in Fig. 2. As a whole, the relia-
bility of identification increases in series: 5 ≤ 4 < 3 < 2 < 1 (for the
numbers, see Table 1). In target determinations by validated con-
firmatory methods (i.e., in definite identification), only the most
reliable means as, first, co-analysis with authentic analytical stan-
dards (approach 1) and, second, comparison with reference data
obtained in conditions very similar to analytical runs/scans (a version
of approach 2) are recommended for use.

In non-target screening, all possible means are required, with
the enforced use of means 3, 4 and 5 (Table 1) in cases of very rare
and novel analytes, where reference data or materials are not avail-
able. Mixed approaches are often implemented (e.g., combination
of mass-spectra prediction and matching theoretical ion mass in
proteomics) [3]. Identification of not very high reliability typical for
screening procedures has been called tentative, preliminary, or
putative.

4. Analyte classes, techniques and instruments

For MS, compound properties, such as volatility, polarity of mol-
ecule, and level of molecular mass, are of the greatest value. Based
on these properties, all compounds are divided into the three fol-
lowing groups.

Fig. 1. Estimation of the number of known substances expressed by different reg-
istry numbers in the CAS { [5], 3 June 2014, and before [3]}.
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